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Mortal kombat mileena and kitana

Sangsung flesh pit / outworld genetic experiment (half tarkatan, half edenian) between (all appearances) long knife (MKG) (Mk11) Yingyoung (MK:D, MK:U) Mian Chuan (MK:D, MK:U, MK:A) Let's dance! —Millena's Mortal Combat (2011) Battle Cry Millena is a character in the mortal Kombat fighting game series. A genetic experiment created by Shang Tsung, she is one of the adopted daughters of
Outworld emperor Xiao Khan and one of his personal executor. She has been an antagonist throughout the series. Millena made her debut as a playable character in mortal Kombat II and was the majority of the characters in the series. Milena returned to the deadly Kombat X and played an important role as an antagonist in the game's story mode. Millena returned to the deadly Kombat 11 with DLC as
part of Combart Pac-2. A mutant hybrid clone of Millena Millena's Mutant Hybrid Clone, Kitana became increasingly paranoid that Kitana would one day learn and betray the truth at Sokan's command, created in the physical pit of the resident stone. A fusion of tarkatan blood and Edenian physiology, Millena combines and fully utilizes the characteristics of the two races in battle, boasts incredible speed,
ruthless intensity, agile acrobatics, and a terrifying carnivorous barbarian paired by Barakaman. In stark contrast to Kitana, Millena is an evil, kinder, cruel, distorted, gentle, psychologically unshakable opportunist who likes to kill her sister and assert her own existence. She fights using a pair of cis and a terrible, sharp tarkatan aw, which she uses to bite chunks of human flesh and crush bones. She seems
very flirty in harnessing her beauty to manipulate men to her advantage, but every character she's tried, especially Reiko, has found her backlash. Tarkatan warrior Baraka is sometimes described as a love interest. After the defeat of Xiao Khan at the end of the mortal Kombat (2011) in 2011, Millena became the new empress of the outworld. But her reign was turbulent and very unpopular, overthrown at
the hands of Kotal Khan. She began a civil war and hired Kano, Tanya, and Bee to try to regain the throne, but these attempts ended in failure and she was eventually executed by Domora. Like the original All MK Female Ninja, Millena wears a tight leotard and mask, her uniform being tinted in the shade of a magenta. Later, her outfits changed, some of which are somewhat looser, but are usually more
revealing than Kitana's. In terms of physical features, she is the same as Kitana, with long, sharp teeth like Baraka and a large, orange, cat-like mouth, apart from her short hair and her face being twisted by tarcatan DNA flowing from her veins. In deception, she rewards the features of tarkatans by wearing revealing clothing. her lascived physique, while wearing a veil to hide her mouth. In Deadly Kombat
(2011), she boasts an outfit that is even more revealing with high-heeled boots similar to the alternative outfits of deception, and her eyes are like tarkatans. As part of the story mode, Kitana accidentally assembles with her Takatan teeth in a flesh pit on the upper castle, but she confronts Millena in a strategically placed bandage. In Deadly Kombat X, Millena is dressed far more conservatively than all her
3D appearances so far. Her lips give her a human-like appearance, but her mouth is still lined with large, sharp teeth. She also wear a costume similar to her appearance in deception, though less revealing. In deadly Kombat 11, Millena wore Kunoichi clothing with steel gauntlets and a steel guard, and her mouth also reverted to the original tarkatan teeth. Her second costume bears a resemblance to her
father figure Xiao Khan, such as his appearance in a game similar to his appearance on a helmet and chest. Her third look gives her a more under-the-side cut and sturdy leather straps that make her look more underfunded and barbaric, allusing to the side of the tarcartan. Her fourth look gives a more replica look that looks similar to kitana tied around her hair in her top bun, hair pin and bandana. Kitana's
outfit is a full-body outfit, and her outfit is different because it's a bra tied with cloth and her tummy is exposed. She wears tight leggings and boots that go all the way to her lower thighs. The combat characteristic strength and ability of Millenina, half Edenian, and van Tarkatan, has proven that she is a deadly combination of beauty and beast. She was shown to be able to fight with ruthless forces competing
with Shokan, and showed a huge amount of agility and acrobatics if not surpassing them. In addition, she has incredible speed, making her one of the deadliest kombatants in the entire series. Milena wields a pair of sai, teleporting, rolling and biting her opponent with deadly tarkatan teeth. Being a kitanacle, she is almost on par with herself. In Deadly Kombat (2011), Millena has no previous version of
martial arts knowledge but replaces her with a wilder, fiercer attack, replacing her with an equally or even deadly one in terms of mental instability but ferocity. A replica of Kitana, Millena, like her sister, has incredible combat, enemies and agility. But what separates her from Kitana is the weapon of choice in The Bird. She is proficient with her fans, along with kitana equivalents. Combined with the blood of
tarkatan poking through her veins and physique to allow for exceptional agility, this makes Millena one of the most brutal and deadly characters in the entire series. As seen in Mortal Kombat (2011), Millena is wrapped in a pink, flame-like aura when running her signature skills, including Rolling Thunder, surging between and from above in kicks. In the deadly Kombat X, her power developed further, given
the ability to twist immediately towards Sais, who threw her to the ground through a change called the éterial. Deadly Kombat 11 further expands its abilities to reclaim legacy moves with more distortions and adds a whole new power to its arsenal. Some of her movements, usually concealed in her signature pink aura in the modern game, are mixed with a second layer of aura painted blue. The backstory of
this change is unknown, but it's likely a reference to her hybrid personality. She is gaining new ways to attack opponents with her sai projectiles, such as squirting from under the enemy and summoning daggers between magic in thin air to attack opponents from multiple angles. Praising her assassin character, Millena has the ability to turn completely invisible despite her being covered in a magical aura
that gives away her position. This disadvantage is compensated for the complete in invisible body even during an attack, so that the enemies do not know what they will do next. Sai soaring signature move: Millena throws two Sais, charged with purple energy, at her opponent. In the previous game and MK 2011, it was a charged move and can be done in the air. On MK 2011, MKX and MK11, the attack is
called the Cy Blast and can be carried out from the air, called the Air Sai Blast. In MKX, only one throws between. On the MK11, Milena can only perform attacks from the air if equipped with the (air) Sai Blast equipment ability. Also in MK11, Milena does not throw a sass at her opponent, but rather sends a sith-shaped blue energy to deal damage. (MKII, UMK3, MKT, MKG, MK:D, MK:A, MK 2011, MKX,
MK11) In MK 2011, the enhanced version is called Sai Bursts, and in MKX it is called double cyblast. All of this caused the opponent to fire between 1 and then deal more damage between the second. Amplifying her attack on mk11, Millena bent her knees and fired two more Sai blasts at her opponent's heels, increasing her damage and dropping her feet. Explosions between amplified (air) can be
recovered more quickly after the millennium has taken an explosion between them. Kick from above: Millena telesymed and quickly fits her opponent with a jump kick. In MK 2011, this is called teleport drop, in MKX it is called telekick, and in MK11, the attack is called tele drop. Attacks can also be performed in the air, called air telekicks. On the MK11, Milena can only attack from the air if equipped with the
(air) Tele drop equipment ability. (MKII, UMK3, MKT, MKG, MK:SM, MK:D, MK:A, MK 2011, MKX, MK11) The improved version on MK 2011 is called Tricky Teleport. She teleported back and hit her opponent a second kick from the other side. The improved version on MKX is called Tele drop and allows Millena to kick her opponent twice before performing. I'm knocking on the wheel of the wheel
backwards. Milena provides the use of aerial attacks after linking these attacks and can be used to continue the combo right at the right time and when appropriate. Amplifying her attack on mk11, Milena takes down her opponent with a second kick and then moments away, then grabs the downed opponent and performs a wheel to hit the ground in the opposite direction to increase her damage. Milena
also has the option to throw her opponent forward. Rolling Thunder: Millena tucks the ball in and rolls it towards her opponent with her feet out. On MK 2011, MKX and MK11, this attack is called Bolol, and in MK 2011 and MKX, the attack pushes opponents into the air. (MKII, UMK3, MKT, MKG, MK:SM, MK:D, MK:A, MK 2011, MKX, MK11) The improved version in MK 2011 is called Smashing Roll.
Millena jumps the ball first and rolls it into her opponent. In MKX, the improved version is called Flip and Roll, which has armor and increases damage but no longer juggles opponents. In MKX, Milena can improve her attack a second time if she rolls back into her falling opponent, dealing more damage and succeeding in firing in the air for juggling. The same amplification effect applies to Rolling Thunder.
Amplifying the attack on the MK11, Millena rolls into a falling opponent, this time pushing it back into the air to increase its juggling effects and damage. Jumping over the neckbyte: Millena jumps on her opponent's chest and begins eating her face or neck. Also, if her opponent is wrapped around her neck before Millena performs this move, she will pull out Sai and poke her repeatedly. In MKX, you can do it
in a chain combo called Quick Taste, which ends with kicking your opponent and makes you bite your enemies more. The improved version (MK 2011, MKX - Venous Variation) is called Leap Lunch. When Millena ends up biting or poking her opponent, she will kick them out to increase her damage. Low between blasts: Millena splits and throws one of her sass into her opponent's steel. When throwing
between in this way, Milena can avoid incoming projectiles if correctly corrected. On the MK11, the attack is fairly slow and Millena shoots blue energy between them instead of throwing them at her opponent. This replaces the Sai explosion when mounted. The improved version between Lowe (MKX-Piercing Variant, MK11 - Equipment Capability) is called Double Row Four. Fired between the opponents a
second time. On the MK11, Millena, amplifying the movement, fired between the second on the opponent. When the amplified version connects to an opponent who has carried out a high projectile attack and an opponent who has evaded Milona, the attack turns into a Krushing blow, between which it now penetrates the opponent's legs, causing blood to splash, almost three times dealing the original
damage. Fade: Throwing between the ground, Millena And wherever Sai is thrown, it reappears in place, forward or backward. This can also be delayed, milena disappears for longer hours. The improved version (MKX - Eterial Variations) is called Vanish, where Mileena disappears and reappears much faster. She can also continue to combo in some cases. Low pound: Milona, who caught her ducking
opponent, jumps in a leaping manner. Milena can carry out a follow-up attack if this attack succeeds. Dislocation: After jumping, Milena steps back and grabs her opponent's arm and twists it. Back ride: After that, she can sit on her head and push her opponent back to the ground. High pound: Millena flips forward, grabs her opponent by the foot and hits the ground. Milena can carry out a follow-up attack if
this attack succeeds. (MKX - Vein Fluctuating) Sting: Once on the ground, Millena can stab her opponent three times in the chest with her sai. Double kick: After a sting, Millena can push her opponent and kick her head. Sai Slide: Millena steps back and sends one of the sass into the air across her opponent's battle line, causing damage and dropping it into the air before falling to the ground. Attacks can
be delayed, and the distance Sai travels may increase. Sai can travel halfway through the stadium. Despite being summoned from under an opponent, this attack is considered a projectile, not a low attack. To amplify her attack, Milena called her air opponent back in between to increase her damage and drop her opponent to the ground. Sai tracks the position of the opponents and attacks them regardless
of whether the initial strike strikes them or not. If an amplified version of the attack connects to an opponent as a kunter or punishment, the attack turns into a Krushing blow, where when attacking an opponent from above in between, it is stabbed into the opponent's head with too much force to shatter the top of his skull when penetrating his head, twice dealing the original damage and leaving them without
charge. This crossing blow can only be triggered while airborne than an opponent. Gone: Millena coats her body with a blue aura and becomes invisible for a short period of time. Although not noticeably present, Millena has a blue aura that shows where she is, but there is no indication of her attack except for a claw attack. To perform annihilation, a bar of defense meters is required and consumed. All
damage to Milena is reduced by 20% while cloaking. If Milena is damaged, the effect will end immediately, except for excessive damage effects. In addition, attacks that break Milena's Disappear have been increased by 20% for Millena. In addition to connecting one of Millena's throws, being hit or hit by a crossing blow or fatal blow ends this effect. (MK11 - Equipment Ability) Stabyscotch: Milena grabs her
opponent and rotates in the opposite direction, placing her hand on the ground and putting her hand on her hand. She started playing the five-finger fillet, poking quickly between her fingers and rolling backwards after finishing the ends. This attack has armor-destroying characteristics, ignoring certain abilities and armor granted by deadly blows. This attack can attack opponents during Getup Roll, similar to
standard throws. Amplifying the attack (MK11 - Gear Ability) allows Milena to look at her finger to make sure she's not injured, and to drive Sai into her opponent's eyes to increase her damage. When an attack is used as a unter, punishes a Getup Roll, or destroys armor, the attack growls as it is amplified, jumping deep into the opponent's eyes as blood protrudes between them, dealing more than double
the original damage. This crossing blow can only be triggered by one of these conditions once during a match. Canum Dash: Millena runs towards her opponent, grabs her feet from under her opponent and steps on them. She can sprint down the street full screen. The duration of a sprint depends on how long the attack is delayed. This replaces the ball roll and disables the option to select a rolling thunder
in conflict with the rolling thunder. Milena (MK11 - Equipment Ability) cancels the attack before performing the slide. To do this, you need a bar of defensive meters and it will be spent. Amplifying the attack, Milena knocked her opponent's back, grinded it with her claws, dropped her head to the ground, and jumped over her opponent from the other side to increase her damage. Millena is also given the
option to hop forward instead. As Milena and her opponent hit the ground first, Millena fell into the portal, and Millena threw the cis into her eyes and dropped it into her chest, recovering her weapon and causing more damage. Rolling Thunder: Millena performs a ball roll, but she rolls into her opponent's legs and into the air, attacking several times in the process. Milena can undo rolling into the air, which
can change the attack to a normal ball roll, but reduces the overall damage of the attack. This replaces the ball roll and replaces the collision with the Kanum dash when mounted, disabling the option to select kahnum dash. Amplifying the attack will roll into a falling opponent and push her back into the air this time to increase her juggling effects and damage. X-ray/Deadly Blow X-Ray - Femme Fatal:
Millena grabs her opponent, pays homage to mkii fatality, and she quickly pokes her opponent's torso with a sith, breaking her ribs and damaging the medrom. He then knelt in the face and broke his skull. (MK 2011) X-ray - Let us dance: He teleported, kicked his opponent three times, and stabbed Sass in the ear. Holding firmly to the seeth, she brutally bit her opponent's forehead and shattered the front of
her skull. Then she rips the cis and drives it into her opponent's eyes. (MKX) Fatal Blow - Beauty and the Beast: Millena rushes towards her opponent swiping three times with her claws and quickly jumps at them and begins poking them into a container with her sais tearing chunks of flesh, before biting their necks. She then flipped backwards, threw Sass in the head, got out through her eyes, then grabbed
her opponent's neck, tore her back and kicked her. (MK11) Throw another move: Millena grabs her opponent, pushes herself into the air, does a handle on her shoulder, and then swings back down, kicking them in the stomach. Then repeat the move to knock your opponent down on the floor, or completely flip your head over and kick them back and drop them to the ground. (MK 2011) Frankenstein:
Before MK 2011, especially in Deception and Armageddon, Millena executed Frankenstein, holding a head scissor on his enemy's shoulder to keep him on the ground. Kitana fooled the move early on in UMK3 and MKT, while Millena used a multiplex throw. (MK:D, MK:A) German Multiplex Bridging: Millena grabs her opponent by the waist and lifts her, pushing her opponent back while she's done her
legs. Kitana also shares this throw. (MKII) Ry jumps: Millena jumps into the air and pokes her opponent's shoulder. (MK 2011) Sai Impale: Millena stabbed a bird in her opponent's stomach. (MK 2011) Split: Millena kicks a split that hits her opponent in the head. (MK 2011) High Heels: Millena lifts her heels over her head to catch her airborne opponent and then back to the floor. This attack can only be
linked to an air opponent, whether it's from a combo or an opponent jumping in Millena. (MKX) This basic attack improves as soon as Millena's foot hits her opponent, causing her to bounce off the floor for juggling. Rider: Millena punches her opponent twice, then uses her weight and impulses to jump over her head and knock them down. (MKX) Throat Piercing: Millena pokes her opponent twice with Sass,
then jumps on her opponent's chest to poke her neck. It can also be extended, which can stab her neck several times before leaping back. (MKX - piercing strain) sadological method: Millena slashes the cis at her opponent, then quickly stabbed her abdomen several times, as did the bird-stabbing fatal accident. (MKX - Piercing Variant) Sais: While in piercing variations, Millena uses her Sais to get a
unique combo. In addition, some of her combos will be changed to incorporate her Sais. (MKX - piercing variant) Millena kneels her opponent in the groin and licks her face with a long tongue before biting at the neck. (MK11) If Millena doesn't fall or jump for 10 seconds, Millina rips her opponent's flesh into her teeth and more than doubles her original damage. This Krushing Blow is also affected by basic
attacks, including combos and milena jumping or hopping. Toss (back): Millena drives all the says into her opponent's container and turns to check her nails. When you're done, teleport your opponent's back and kick him. (MK11) Playtime: Millena gets a new combo Enders for her combo. In addition, The Millenniala's All or Nothing combo has been modified, so the last rolling overhead kick no longer
knocks down her opponent, so Millena utilizes a special attack through the Half Blood combo or performs a half-blood combo. In addition, all or nothing will deal fewer damage at the expense of Milena to be able to carry out further attacks. After performing (MK11 - Equipment Ability) Lidin's Dirty: True Queen, Millena grabs her face and squeezes her head before mounting them and interrupting the thumb in
her opponent's eyes, as they fall backwards and roll them. Loss of control: After a slightly unwieldy performance, Millena pokes each opponent in the air with a sith and immediately drops them to the ground. If this combo is triggered, it can't be done during the Krushing blow version of Unruly a bit. Van P: After performing everything, Millena rolls over to her opponent and stabs them out of the temple with
one of the birds. Millena can amplify combos where she doesn't kick her opponents. Milena recovers much faster than her opponent, but the combo's damage remains the same. Miss Me?: Millena slaps her opponent with her claws, quickly stabbed her in the stomach with a sis, hands out with one hand, knocks Down and pushes Millena, and colds her opponent in the chest. (MK11) If this combo string
brings a combo of 7 hits or combo strings to 7 hits, the combo string turns into Krushing Blow, kicking in the chest to break the opponent's ribcage and more than double the original damage. It also increases the knockback effect of the kick, knocking out opponents almost full-screen away from Milena. A little clengle: Millena pokes her opponent in the back and performs a wheel kick to the back, knocking
the opponent into the air and on the other side of Millena. (MK11) If this combo is performed by a Kunter or punished by a high attack, the combo will change. The crossing blow, in which a kick broke an opponent's jaw and knocked down a few teeth, juggled by increasing his attack and pushing his opponent into the air, similar to a crossing blow on an uppercut. Square Wave: Millena pushes herself against
her opponents, hitting them backwards and overpowering them. Each attack can be used in the air called the (air) square wave. This attack has armor-destroying characteristics, ignoring certain abilities and armor granted by deadly blows. When amplified, Milena teleports more than her opponent and increases her damage, causing her to fall and then step on them. When this attack is linked by Kunter or
Punishment to the maximum range that Milena travels when attacking or using armor, the attack turns into a Krushing blow that handles more than three times the original damage, crushing the opponent's skull inwards behind Millena. In addition, the knockback effect is greatly increased, pushing opponents to nearly full screen distances. Once this Krushing Blow is triggered, the attack can't be amplified.
Mobile game BloodThirsty Go: Millena heals for 25% of the damage dealt by Millena, all damage caused to bleeding opponents, except for her X-ray attack with damage timeout effects. When an opponent applies an effect to Millena for bleeding damage time, she gets a bar of strength. Barbarian Rule: When tagged by Millena, tarkatan warriors attack your opponent, bleeding for hours and stunning your
opponent to induce free-fire. Milena and her teammates have increased their damage by 100%. Femme Patal: Millena regains a percentage of her opponent's health when she defeats her opponent. In addition, female teammates are healed when they defeat their opponents. Millena's teammates won't get healthy if they lose. Blood Siphon: Opponents who fight Millena for 10 seconds are affected by
Bleeding damage. Millena's Early Lunch Special 2 attack gains regeneration when used against opponents affected by bleeding. Netherrealm team members deal a 50% increased damage against opponents affected by bleeding effects. (MKMobile - Vampire Card - Passive) Double Cy Blast: Millena kicks an opponent and throws two cises. (MKMobile - Piercing Card) A gory way: Millena slashed her
opponent's cis and quickly stabbed her abdomen several times. Opponents are affected by bleeding damage effects over time. (MKMobile - Piercing Card) Cartwheel Stomp: Millena performs a series of strikes with a rolling kick that ends with an overhead kick that knocks down her opponent. Your opponent will be affected by Curse, increasing the damage caused by the hit. Milena performs, kicking her
opponent: Tele drop (MKMobile - Raven Card) Roll, then perform a tele kick, knock your opponent away. Millena gets regeneration, which gives her a healing timeout buff for a while. You can't block the second half of an attack. (MKMobile - Crows Card) Sai-distic: Milena throws between opponents, then splits and throws the second on her feet. Milena throws a third Sai to increase her damage when she
achieves 90% or more in a mini-game. Clasic Card Combo Ender: After finishing the current combo, Millena jumps back into the air and throws it diagonally between opponents. Clasic Combo: Millena telekicks and then throws a sass at her opponent diagonally from above. (MK Mobile - Clasic Card) Vampire Card Combo Ender: After finishing the current combo, Millena pokes her opponent with a sass
and then grows vampire wings and claws on her opponent's face while in the air. (MKMobile - Vampire Card) Early Lunch: Millena Claws leaps at her opponent with her vampire wings, flips them and knocks them down several times before knocking them down. If Milena jumps on an opponent, she won't be able to stop the attack. (MKMobile - Vampire Card) Fatality Sai Stabs: Millena pulls out her sass and
stabs her opponent to death. In The Selim Monk, after pokeing them, she provides a powerful kick to fly across the arena. This was made part of her X-ray at MK 2011. This movement was used as the cruelty of MKX. (MKII, MK:SM) Man Iter: The most well-known fatality in Millena. She takes off her mask and literally inhales her opponent. Then turn to the other side and return the bone's torrent to the
ground. At MKX, she instead resued blood clumps. (MKII, UMK3, MKT, MKX) Nail Shooter: Millena takes off her mask and fills her mouth with a bottle full of nails. Then she launches a deadly offensive on a helpless enemy. (UMK3, MKT, MKG) At MKG, this fatality, along with Sai-Anara, is an almost exact replica of Reiko's Ninja Star fatality. Sai-Anara: Milona throws several Sais at her opponents, ingring
every part of her body. Her final throw ends in the victim's head. (MKG) Ferocious bite: Millena removes her veil, then charges her opponent and bites her in the neck Then she rips her hair out with her teeth and look it out on the back floor. Then she smiles at the grotesque (yet obviously pleased) and mmmmmm... proceed to . Before the lunatic laughs. (MK:D) Say Lodge: Millena throws Sass into the air
and kicks at her opponent. Sass drives them to the shoulder of the enemy and kills them. (MK:D) Boss Fatalities: She supports this deadly jade. Jade sweeps her enemies to the ground with Bozutz and Millena, and then throws them between them in the palm of her opponent's hand. Jade then slaps Bozutz in the face, eventually crushing it. (MK:SM) My: Millena throws all the sass into her opponent's
torso. She walked up to them and hugged seductively Just tear their hair and chew it on it. Then throw it to the ground and moan positively. A semblance of a ferocious bite. (MK 2011) Ripping off: Millena throws her sass to her opponent's feet, one at a time. Then tear the body from the upper body and groan positively. This fatality is similar to Kira's torso-torn death from the dead. (MK 2011) Face Feast:
Millena drives the cis to either side of her opponent's head, grabbing the sis and using her belly as leverage to tear her opponent's head clean. Then take a few large bites from your opponent's face, tear them completely and throw them next to your body. (MKX) Tasty Treat: Millena pushes her opponent away and jumps on top of her. She claws viciously and violently on the abdomen of the other side,
effectively tearing it in half. Your opponent is trying to crawl, but only a few inches later while Millena feasts on her inner circle. (MKX) Out-of-Control Rotation: Millena rolls down towards her opponent and flips backwards into the air. She pulls out all the sass and begins to spin like a saw blade, gaining speed until she dives downwards at her Soopin opponent, slowly and vertically lysing her groin first while
Gore flies. After being completely split in half, she falls across the ground, kneels and the chapters are attached to one of her arms and legs. (MK11) Violent Pleasure: Millena can grab her opponent's arm and go around. She eventually grabs them by the mouth and licks her neck and head with her tongue before opening her belly with her claws, which spills out of her intestines and turns them around
again. Millena then touches the wound, pierces her opponent's face with her claws, grabs her face and completely rips through the open belly with her internal organs. (MK11) Brutal Deadly Kombat X High Roller: Millena performs either a ball roll or a flip-and-roll, dethring an opponent's steed in the process. (MKX) you must press the button. Cannot be done against juggling or airborne opponents. Telesplat:
Milena performs a telekick or teledrop to keep her opponent's head in shock. (MKX) button must be pressed. Cannot be done against juggling or airborne opponents. Impaler: Millena performs a sadological method combo, this time a combo that milona violently pokes up, making a hole big enough for Millena to poke and tear her heart out with a sari. She drops her mind as soon as it's over. (MKX - Piercing
Deformation) button must be pressed repeatedly. Fun ride: Millena overpowers her opponents by performing rider combos. (MKX - éterial variation) Early lunch: Millena performs Tear your opponent's throat with her teeth, extending the combo to taste fast. As she jumped on her opponents, this time her head dropped when she fell and hit the ground without kicking them. (MKX - venous fluctuations) should
be done with an expanded version of the fast taste. you must press the button. Seat: Millena performs a full low pound, breaking her opponent's arm and breaking her head backwards to sit down. (MKX - Hungry Variations - Secret) Behold evil: Millena performs an air-rye blast embedded in her opponent's face. (MKXL - Secret) must come from air age explosion. Can be done during combos. Cannot be
done against juggling or airborne opponents. Deadly Kombat 11 Clasic: Millena performs an uppercut, beheading an opponent with her Sai pommel and rising blow with his spine attached. This cruelty is shared with all the characters. (MK11) you must press the button. If it is not activated during the match, it will not be triggered by the crossing blow. Nail shooter: Instead of telestoring on her opponent's
back this time, Millena removes her water's side, fills her mouth with full nails, writes down her nails and releases a nail blitz that riddles her body. (MK11) button must be pressed repeatedly. Man-iter: This time, Milena bites her opponent, grabs her head, swallows her head with a bite and soon brings her head close before vomiting a lump of gore (MK11) button must be pressed repeatedly. If it is not
activated during the match, it will not be triggered by the crossing blow. Let it grow, let it grow: Millena does an amplified Stabyscotch two hours after pokeing them in the eye, and she drops the magic seed into a gap hole that rips her chin down her opponent's. As the opponent staggers, contemplating being pinned to the ground by the between, a bright blue flower grows to death, bleeding from the mouth.
(MK11) button must be pressed repeatedly. If it is not activated during the match, it will not be triggered by the crossing blow. Taste: Millena performs an amplified Canum Dash, goes furiously and hits her opponent's face on the ground. After her face is reduced to a bloody bone, she licks it and drops it. (MK11) Rollout: Millena performs a ball roll or cancels a rolling thunder, destroying it as her opponent's
steel rolls into her legs. This is the same with her high roller brutality at MKX. (MK11) Hair Kabob: Millena performs a half-blood combo, tearing her opponent's head apart and pulling her between her. (MK11) TeleSplat: This time, Milena performs an amplified teledrop when she drops her opponent to the ground first. The head explodes on impact. (MK11) Mount &amp; Destroy: Millena performs Lidin's dirty
combo, destroying her opponent's eyes and shedding blood from her eye socket. (MK11) button must be pressed repeatedly. Pretty Pretty Princess: Millena does her flesh pit combo, still kicks her opponent's head with his spine attached. (MK11) Pin Cushion: Millena plays a slide between amplified, this time with a scratch on the top of her opponent's head. (MK11) button must be pressed. If it is not
activated during the match, it will not be triggered by the crossing blow. Alternate roll-out brutality: Millenina destroys the upper half of the opponent, performing a rolling thunder instead of a ball roll. It has the same requirements as the (MK11 - Secret) rollout. Secret (Air) Square Wave Brutality: Millenina performs (air) square waves, flying and destroying the entire upper body of her opponent when she
comes into contact with them. (MK11 - Secret) Plant seeds that turn into #1 - Pots: Wheatena flowers. (MKII) Friendship #2 - Cute Face: Millena removes her mask and stares into the mirror, shattering the mirror. Then Xiao Khan says it's crunchy. In the trilogy, Xiao Khan doesn't say it's crunchy. (UMK3, MKT) Friendship #3 - Teddy Bear Picnic: Millena skips over with joy and gives her teddy bear to a small
table with another teddy bear dressed as Jade and Kitana as she and teddy bear have a tea party. Millena's teddy bear will fall over, and she will have to sit down again to resume the tea party. (MK11) Animal-smelly murder: Millena transforms into a skunk and sprays her opponent to death. (UMK3, MKT) Hara Kiri - Brain Surgery: Millena drove her sais to the side of his head. (MK:D) Bagality: Millena
attempts to attack her opponent, but begins to travel and cry. (MK 2011) Film and TV appearance Deadly Kombat: Deadly Annihilated in Kombat: Annihilated, Millena (played by Dana Hee) served as assassin for Xiao Khan. She fought Sonya Blade, who initially landed Millena as Kitana. Sonya killed Millena, who quickly disappeared with a dragon tattoo on her shoulder. A similar look between Millena and
Kitana is the only connection between the two characters the film makes. Millena's name was not mentioned in the film, and Sonya only says that when Leiden learned later in the film that she shared the same dragon tattoos as Millena and Kiraks, they were both robots and women who tried to kill her. However, the end credits identify her as Millena. Appropriately, Dana Hee was a stunt double for Talisa
Soto (Kitana) in both films. Deadly Kombat: Conquest Millena starred in one episode of the television series Deadly Kombat: Conquest, in which she had no initial relationship with Kitana and assassinated a weakened Kung Rao sent by Xiao Khan, who was initially portrayed as a very repulsive and aggressive outworld warrior, a magical spellbatch To give her the look of kitana she loves (for a while, he
called her a new daughter before saying that her beauty is temporary and that if he fails he will take it away; as punishment for taking too much time on her duties, Khan can keep her beauty except to exaggerate her teeth more and make her sound like an old man's voice, while her outer beauty reminds her to be something she isn't, making her feel much more creepy. Khan begins wearing a signature
mask that he gives her before ordering the security guard to take her away. She was portrayed by Audi England in two forms by Megan Brown and in kitana form. Dressed in a green costume, Millena succeeded in seducing Kung Lao, but she was not able to kill him during the night of passion, and also explicitly warned Sang Tung not to do so. She excuses Khan and fights a decisive duel with Kitana,
which was later broken by Xiao Khan. Mortal Kombat: Legacy of mortal Kombat: Legacy, Millena is played by Sleepy Tran. Millena's history has not changed much, but instead of being created when Xiao Khan began to doubt Kitana's loyalty, she was made into a child, raised together as a sister, and the two had not known much of the truth of the two men's relationship for some time. In addition, while she
maintains her tar katan features, they do not specify unless she is greatly outraged, leaving her face with scars similar to a Glasgow smile. Millena was made from the blood and tarkatan blood vials of Sankt Castle, where Xiao Khan began to fear that Sindel would hate Kitana, but when Sindel saw the infant Millena next to her daughter, her features were briefly distorted into her true Takatan shape. This
left Xiao Khan to raise the girls, and in adolescence Millena began training as a personal assassin after noticing a promising technique of being efficient. Millena was upset by her father's greater approval of Kitana, and one night she killed a passing security guard when she found herself out of control of her means-for-life instincts, studying her changed face in a nearby fountain and sliting her throat with
her teeth. Milena was scared, but Xiao Khan was watching in secret, and She was pleased to see her begin to lose self-control, except for manipulating her and Kitana. Millena fought Kitana in front of her next father, but was overwhelmed by her sister, who was declared the winner, and angered Millena, who appeared short-toothed. Xiao Khan was then assigned to two men and began removing king
Herrod's bait and the rest of the bodyguards, an assignment that Millena enjoyed. When Xiao Khan gave them the task of killing the true Jared, Millena waited while facing Kitana. Killing him from behind, stabbed him with her sai, and gave her sister a smug laugh as she retrieved her weapon and left. Millena did not realize that this act would lead Kitana to discover her true legacy and plan a rebellion
against their 'father', and it was unwise for Midalena to kneel before Xiaokan as she began to speak of her plan to conquer the earth. Jolene Tran didn't reprise Millena in Season 2, and was replaced by stuntwoman and actress Michelle Lee. Quote Deadly Kombat Gold Kitana... I want your status! I want to be princess of Edenia! It's my right!' no... No! That's right, Kitana... But if I don't have a right to this
area, then you won!!! You're going to die, sister! And I will take this area for myself! Mortal Kombat (2011) Let Us Dance! (Battle Cry) Was it good for you? Was that sick? Don't get angry. It's delicious!! Sister (after performing leap lunch)! (to Kitana) so pretty, fair, sad and alone... Come, be a family! Don't let her run (to Kitana)! (When Jade tries to rescue Kitana) others pursue. I find it. You have to come
back with me! There will be celebrations for your sister! She's going away... I'm looking for a new playmate! Leiden killed Motarro (up to Stricker). No one will attack the emperor (until Xiaokan)! (Until Cabal) mortal Kombat X it is given, precious Tanya. (Until Tanya) false emperor! It's raining (to the rain). I need more time. (When she wants to use Shinnoch's amulet in the rain) has come a trip to pee too
quickly... It doesn't matter if (to rain) Kano does what I paid him to do. (Rain up) Cano was to kill you, wretched snake! (to Kotal Khan) and Natei! (Attack Kotal Khan to Takatan) but I will (to Eron Black) as the heir to my father Xiao Khan, I, Millena, Canum of outworld ... Order a run! (up to Kotal Khan) Oh, there... Three fellow city councilmen (Reptile, Dodora and Kotal Khan) whisper like virgins. About what,
I wonder. (Reptiles, Dodora, Kotal Khan) and told me I would die sooner than I would treat my father's killers! (up to Kotal Khan) and will not incite? Say the last word before I have a tongue. How dare you (up to Kotal Khan)! I succeeded Xiao Khan by his decree! From you (to reptiles)?! Oshtek idiot! Kill him! (up to Kotal Khan) will defend the Empress! Look (order her army to defend her)! You took my
throne (when I found Kathy Cage and Dora in her tent). Now you want to steal my means to retrieve it? (Up to Dorora) who can you say?! (Up to Doula) I'll take your something... Your life! Enough of your prattle (to Dorora). If you finish me, you can be with your father. Come closer to mortal combat 11 (the last words to Millena's Kotal Khan). Let's dance (round victory quote)! (Round win quote) your flesh is
my fantasy! (Round win quote) is delicious! (Round win quote) I'll grind you out. (Round win quote) haha! It's so much fun! Fresh meat (round win quote)! (Round win quote) I'm done! (Round win quote) you're going to die! Choose loyalty (round win quote). (Round win quote) Did you think I was your sister? Now let's make a living skin! Tell me it's pretty (round win quote). (Round win quote) no one will find
your body. (Round win quote) your head will adorn my throne. Was it good for you? I can already taste you. I'll drink from the skull (citing cruelty)! Ed Boone, co-creator of Quiz General MK (citing cruelty), explained Kitana and Millena as scorpions and sub-zero female eons. Mortal Kombat (2011) achievements/ trophies, called the best ... Alternative... Ever!, the challenge is given for unlocking Millena's
flesh pit costume by completing the tower. She UGO.com of 11 mortal Kombat characters in the 2016 series. She was Screwattack.com of the top 10 fighting game women who hosted #4 the festival. Millena has never made a new special move since MKII, MK until 2011. Millena has appeared in all the deadly Kombat mini-games; Chess combart, puzzle combart, motor combart. In another bad
Thanksgiving episode of the Cleveland show, Janet (Cleveland's brother-in-young) appears dressed as Millena while she is killed by a scorpion (Cleveland). Millena is not only a boss character, but also a secret boss character, that is actually killed by deadly in the deadly Kombat's story mode: Selim Monk. In her main boss fight, she is one of the only female ninjas to escape, while Jade dies and Kitana
renders consciousness during the fight. Then, in her secret boss fight, she escapes through the portal after being defeated. She is one of the few characters who died in the timeline of the original and present. Storyline, the first character she created by Xiao Khan's will, the second is Hermack and the third is Skarleh. The interaction between Tanya and Tremors in Mortal Kombat X suggests that in addition
to Millena's arcade ending in mortal Kombat 11, Millena is the second LGBT character in the mortal Kombat series. The first LGBT character was Kung Jin. It has been confirmed that Kung Jin is actually homosexual, but it has not yet been confirmed whether Millena is actually bisexual. The DS version of the mortal Kombat 3/Ultimate Mortal Kombat trilogy Arcade, Segat Saturn, and the ultimate MK3,
Millena was the only hidden character with a finisher that had all the regular characters. In the N64 version of MKT, Milena and Kitana's victory pose head added a new bun head. Fatal Kombat (2011) a strain of her X-ray move was originally planned for Johnny Cage, before it was changed with Ball Buster. Milena is dressed in a clasic costume and there is no blood when she buys the victim's face. When
Millena performs her winning pose on her mask In the case of MK, MKII, UMK3, the mask will be tossed on the floor. In her flesh pit costume, this move has been removed and she will moan before jumping on the screen. Millena's alternate outfit was taken from the main costume in Deadly Kombat: Deception. Counting the PlayStation Vita version of mortal Kombat (2011), Millena is the character who has
a total of five, the most number of costumes. One of the original concepts for Millena's modified tarkatan mouth in the deadly Kombat X MKX involves releasing her jaw like a snake, but was rejected due to technical issues. [2] She seems to have no idea of the tarkatan characteristics shared by Genomov. Before Millena's appearance in the game as a deadly Kombat 11 DLC character she was mentioned
several times by characters in arcade intros as well as in the game's story mode. Millena appears in Kitana's friendship, plays patti cake and hugs. Millena later returned to the DLC character as part of the second Kombat pack with Rain and Rambo. One of the intros with Kitana, she quotes Kitana when she found Mileena in the flesh pit, referring to the story mode of the mortal Kombat (2011) come and be



a family. During her interaction with Eron Black, Eron would ask her about her return, to which she responded that a million souls had yelled for my return, which fans had referred to #WeWantMileena on Twitter asking for the Twitter pages of High Ed Boone, Lethal Kombat and Netherrealm Studios to bring Milena back to the roster. After Kombat Pack 2 was announced, Kari Walgren (voiced by Millena)
gave an audio response to Millena fans. [3] MK 2011's Error, in her flesh pit costume, removes her mask despite her still not being present at all. At MK 2011, Millena will use leap lunch-enhanced special moves when Sai is lodged in her opponent's back, and if she jumps after gnawing and stabbing, she will reveal her face without turning the veil back on. This change is not shown in her X-ray move or her
fatality. It can be fixed if she uses and lands another leap movite. This could possibly be a flaw. Defeating Xiao Khan with Millena's leaping neqbitro on the arcade ladder will still bleed his neck as Millena defeats him in the victory film. This could also likely be a flaw. In 2011, when Mk Challenge Tower's #184 defeated By Baraka and defeated Millena (Baraka's partner) and the reptile, baraka strikes a victory
pose. Her new renovated tarcartan teeth tend to clip through her lips during certain fatalities at MKX. In the MK11, Millena's clasique outfit doesn't have a holter of the Cis, causing it to float in the air at the back. Reference Deutsche Espanyol Portugues Do Brazil is available for community content in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Intellectual.
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